
Chapter 15

    The three buses pulled up to terminal six at the airport.  One hundred and fifty plus people filed off 
the buses and were rushed to a large private jet that sat on the tarmac.
    Kevin stopped to talk to the pilot.  “Thank you, Jim.  I'm so sorry to have to move our departure up 
so suddenly.”
    “It's okay.  It was an emergency.  Let's just get you guys to the North Pole!”
     “Richard!” Lucy yelled out urgently.
    “What is it?”
     Lucy pointed towards the road.  Richard glanced over and saw a long convoy of unmarked white 
vans descending upon the airport.
     The last of the Elves filed in to the plane. 
     “We have to go now!” yelled Richard as he closed the hatch.
     “Attention all aircraft,” came an announcement over the plane's intercom, “per government orders 
all flights are to remain on the tarmac until further notice.  All flights away from the tarmac are to 
return immediately.  Again, all aircraft are grounded until further notice.”
      “We've got a problem!” exclaimed Jim (the pilot).
      Like a massive tidal wave the government agents flooded into the airport.  A wash of people in 
black suits and sunglasses fanned out across the land. They began searching every plane and terminal.
      “Forget the control tower!” yelled Tim.  “We have to go now!”
      “Once I start the engines, they'll know it's us!” Jim was getting quite concerned.  He was in way 
over his head.
      “Understood,” replied Tim.  “Just get us airborne as quickly as you can.”
      The propellers on the wings of the plane roared to life and the plane began to move away from the 
loading area.  As it was the only plane in motion, it immediately caught the attention of all the agents.  
They began running towards it.  Some of the vans drove out on the tarmac.  Gradually the plane sped 
up as it quickly taxied onto the runway.
      “Flight 4035,” came a voice through the intercom, “you are NOT clear for take off.  Return to the 
tarmac immediately.”
      The agents who were on foot gave up, realizing they would never be able to overtake the plane, 
which was taxiing way too fast.  Five vans rushed down the runaway in pursuit of the rogue aircraft.  At
each turn the plane dipped its wings and nearly toppled over.
      “We need to slow down for the turns!” yelled Jim.
      “We have to keep it moving!” replied Tim.
      On the next turn the wing hit the ground, just slightly, but enough to cause sparks and damage to 
the wing tip.  White government vans were now descending upon the runway in huge numbers.
      “One more turn!” Jim said.
      Jim slowed the plane just a little bit for the last turn.  The wing came down but missed hitting the 
runway by less than a centimeter.  The government vans were everywhere: in front of them, behind 
them, and on every side of them!  The plane finished the turn and now had the straight of the runway 
stretched out before it.
      Jim throttled the engine.  “Here we go!” 
      The plane shook and rattled as it picked up speed much faster than it was ever intended too!  The 
engine roared with ferocity as it turned the propellers faster and faster!  The government vans swerved, 
crashing into each other, trying to avoid being hit by the plane.  Some of the agents fired shots, but the 
plane was already too far down the runway for them to actually hit it.  The wheels left the ground and 
the giant metal bird soared into the air!
      “Tim,” said Jim nervously, “you know they are going to send jets to intercept us!”
      “Not a problem,” replied Richard.  “Now that we're in the air I can use a little Elf technology to 



help us out.”  
       He pulled out a small metal box and placed it on the plane's control panel and then pressed a button
on it.  In an instant the airplane vanished from sight and radar as if it had never been there.  Moments 
later two fighter jets soared by, circled and came back, and then circled again.
      “Command Alpha,” spoke one of the jet pilots, “this is Eagle Two we have negative contact with 
the bogey.  It seems to have disappeared.”
      Inside the airplane everybody relaxed just a little as their craft soared through sky, heading north.  
As the hours went by several of the Elves fell asleep and peacefully dreamed about what lay ahead.  
Below them the scenery gradually changed from greens, blues, yellow, and browns to almost 
exclusively white.  The heaters turned on as the cabin temperature began to drop; not that the Elves 
minded the cold.  They were used to it... Well, they used to be used it.  Of course that was two hundred 
years ago!

      ...Santi Tim found himself standing in front of a control station adjusting for time variations during 
the delivery process.  Elves were running around the large room performing various tasks.  One of the 
elves rushed up to him.
     “Santi Tim!” the elf exclaimed.  “We have problem.”
     “What is, Jessica?” replied Tim.
     “Tracking has lost contact with Santi Clause, sir!  We can't find him!”
     “Richard!” yelled out Tim.  “Come here!”
     They both stood around a computer console and tried to establish communications.
     “Tim... (static)   …I can... barely hear you!” came through the communications system. “(static) I 
am (static)  ...power issues...   (static) ...reindeer can't fly... (static)”
      “Santi Clause,” replied Tim.  “What is your location?”
      “(static) Repeat! (static)  ...not hear well...” (static)
      “What is your current position?” yelled Richard.
      “I am ne... (static)  ...Australia....”
      Suddenly everything went dark in the control room and communications went dead.
      “Report!” yelled Tim frantically.
      A back up light turned on and dimly lit the room.
      “There seems to be no power, sir,” replied one of the Elves. “The Faith Collectors are empty!”
      “Without them,” added another elf sadly, “Santi Clause won't be able to return!”
      Tim and Richard stood there helplessly.  With the power off, the cold began to invade the building, 
leading to the inevitable and dreaded decision.  There was no choice!
       “Tim,” said Richard painfully.  “I'm afraid we have no options.  It's going to get really cold in here 
really quick!  We have no choice; we have to evacuate.”
       “What about Santi Clause?” exclaimed one of the elves.
       “There's nothing we can do for him,” replied Tim sadly.  “It's over.  We have to leave.  Now.”
       Suddenly Santi Clause's face flashed in front of Tim yelling, “Don't leave me here!  Tim!  Why did 
you leave me here?  You ruined Christmas!...”
    
       Tim awoke with a startle.  He was panting and disoriented.  He looked around and saw that he was 
still on the plane.  It was just a dream.  Well, sort of.  Except for the last part, it had all actually 
happened!

Chapter 16

     The old metal bird, with its propellers spinning in dizzingly fast circles, began to lose altitude.  
From underneath its steel body the wheels lowered down and took their position as the cold wind 



rushed across them.
     “Over there,” pointed Richard.  “See that landing strip.”
     “I don't see anything!” exclaimed Jim.  “It all looks like ice.”
     Richard pushed a button on a phone-like device and suddenly a paved runway appeared in front of 
them.
     “Now I see it!” Jim moved the plane into position with the runway.
     The nose of the plane lifted as it glided on to the surprisingly dry runway.  The cabin bounced a little
as the rear wheels made contact with the pavement.  Slowly the nose dropped and the front wheels 
slammed to the ground.  The propellers reversed and the brakes activated, slowing the momentum of 
the big steel structure.  Ahead of them there were marking on the pavement that clearly indicated a 
parking spot, complete with a stairway for unloading the plane.  Gradually the vessel came to a stop 
and the propellers slowed their spin until they finally rested from a job well done.
     “We're home!” shouted Richard.
     The Elves responded with cheers.  While they had lived the past two hundred years away, they had 
spent most of their life here in the North Pole.  As far as they were concerned, this was their home.  
      The hatch was unsealed and four Elves used rope to climb down from the plane.  This was their job.
They went over to the stairs and began pushing them towards the plane.  Under normal conditions the 
stairs would move on their own power, but right now there was very little power.  Slowly the Elves 
positioned the stairway in front of the metal bird.  Once it was secured the passengers began climbing 
out of the plane.
      Richard and Kevin were the last two, other than the pilot, to remain onboard.
      “Thank you so much, Jim,” said Kevin almost tearfully.  “You've been a great friend.  I hope our 
paths will cross again someday.”
      “I'm sure they will Kevin,” replied the pilot.  “I'm sure they will.  You take care of yourself.”
      They said their goodbyes and Kevin departed the plane.
      “Good work, Jim,” said Richard.  “Once we get the power fully on, the Fueling Elves will refuel 
your plane, and the Strategic Forces Elves will hack into the government computers and change all 
your flight information so that Sector Seven won't be looking for you.  We will make it so that they're 
chasing ghost they can never find.”
      “Thank you, Richard.  Tell me, what is Sector Seven?”
      Richard paused.  “They're the Men in Black.  Alien hunters.”
      “But you're not aliens.”
      “Try telling them that!”
      “Oh, I see.” 
      “Now Jim, you are more than welcome to join us inside.”
      “Thank you, but I need to get back as soon as I can.  Once the plane is refueled I have to go.”
      “Very well,” replied Richard.  “It has been an honor working with you.”
      “The honor has been all mine.”
      “May the Almighty guide you and be with you.”  
      “God be with you as well.”
      Richard departed the plane and the Transportation Elves moved the stairs away from the door.  Jim 
closed the hatch and put his head back to rest while he waited for his plane to be refueled.  The Elves 
were all gathered on the runway, which steamed as the snowflakes melted upon it.  It was the only 
thing right now that had any power; the only thing that had it's own power source separate from the 
main power generator, and it generated enough heat to keep the snow and ice off of its pavement.
      “Again, Welcome Home Elves!” shouted Richard.  He paused while the Elves cheered again.  “As 
you know the Central Power Core has been shut down for two hundred years.  Except for the two 
refugees from a plane crash, nobody has entered this facility in all that time.  It will be dusty and it will 
be dark.”



       As if that were a cue, all the Elves pulled out their little phone-like devices and typed something on
the screen.  The devices then became bright flashlights glowing in front of them.  “
      Richard continued.  “We will be entering by way of the main launch bay.  This way.”
      Tim took the lead and led Richard and the other Elves to a sheer cliff of ice that rose up before 
them.  However, as they got close to it, it began to look more like metal, metal that had been painted 
with a wintery scene of ice.  Tim and Richard put their phone-like devices, called ToolKits, on the 
metal.  They stuck to it, flashed, and then a single red light lit up on the metal above him.  Then Kevin 
came up and stuck his ToolKit onto the steel structure.  The light turned orange.  Lucy joined them at 
the front of the group and placed her ToolKit next to Richard's on the metal.  The light turned green and
a series of loud clicking and latching noises thundered around them.  Their TooKits had worked as 
batteries providing the power to unlock the landing bay doors, but they could not provide enough 
power to open them.  Richard, Kevin, and Lucy reached out and grabbed their ToolKits off of the door.
      Even though it had been two centuries since they had performed them, every single Elf still knew 
what their job was.  Tim, Richard, Kevin, and Lucy stepped back while several Elves rushed up to the 
door.  Hidden under the snow they found two large steel poles.  It took twenty Elves per pole to be able 
to lift them.  The Door Keeper Elves hoisted the poles up and drove them into two separate holes on 
either side of the metal door.  They locked into place with a thump.  Then the twenty elves on each side
lined up with the pole and began pushing.  They grunted and groaned with all their might and gradually
the metal doors started to split apart and open.  The door screached and screamed as it moved across 
the frozen ground.  Afterall, it hadn't been opened in a very long time.  It took ten minutes but, finally, 
the hanger bay doors were open.  A pitch black tunnel stretched out before them, leading deep into the 
ground.  Using their ToolKits as flashlights the Elves trekked into the tunnel.  As usual Richard and 
Tim took the lead; it was their job to take the lead.  They hiked for what seemed like miles deep into 
the underground facility.  The light of the surface faded in the distance behind them and had it not been 
for their ToolKit lights they would have been immersed in total darkness.  The tunnel was huge and the 
ceiling hung way above them.  The metal of the walls around them was old, very old, and bore a 
patchwork of stains where the metal had oxidized.  For the humans who were with them, who had 
never been here before, the sheer grandeur of the whole thing was overwhelming! 

Chapter 17

     The large tunnel opened up into an enormous room where the walls and the ceiling could not be 
seen under the current lighting of the ToolKits.  Stretching into the tunnel walkway appeared to be 
some sort of runway system that disappeared into the darkness from which they had emerged.  In front 
of them stood a large fancy sled with the name “The Sleigh 2” engraved on it.  It was huge, standing at 
nearly ten feet tall, but in reality, it was the small backup sled that was only used when the main sleigh 
was out of service.  The main sleigh was not there as it was lost with Santi Clause.
      Tim, Richard, and Kevin made their way past the sled and into the main part of the compound.  
Through the darkness they could just make out to figures hiding behind some equipment on the other 
side of the room.  The two whispered to each other about the situation but tried to stay hidden.
       “Suzy!” called out Kevin.  “It's okay.  I am Kevin the Gatherer.  These are my friends.”
       “Kevin?” replied Suzy as her dad and her stood up.
       “It's okay,” yelled out Tim.  “We're here to rescue you.”
        Suzy and her father carefully made their way through the dark room over to where Kevin, Tim, 
and Richard and the elves were standing.
       “Hi Suzy,” spoke Kevin.
       She giggled slightly and replied, “Hi Kevin.  Thank you for coming to rescue us.  You're really an 
elf?”



       “Yes I am.”  Kevin replied with a smile.
       “Where's Santa Clause?” Suzy asked with the innocent voice of a child.
       “Santa Clause is very busy,” replied Kevin.  He wouldn't dare tell her the truth, that Santi Clause 
was missing.  “I'm afraid he's not here.  Perhaps you'll get to meet him another time.”
        “Okay,” she responded sheepishly.
        “Let's get you guys home!”  Kevin took her hand and guided her and her father across the room to 
another, smaller landing bay.
       “Caitlin the Navigator and Lilly the pilot,” commanded Santi Tim, “take Suzy and her dad home in
the mini jet and then come straight back here.”
       “Yes sir!” answered the two elves. 
       Suzy, her father, and the two elves disappeared into the small hanger and a few minutes later the 
roar of an engine filled the room and then faded in the distance.  
      The other elves all circled around Richard and Tim awaiting orders.  
      “Welcome home!  Our first priority is to get the Central Power Core running.”  announced Richard.
     “Then the Counting Elves need to take an inventory of what gifts are already made,” added Santi 
Tim, “and the Maker Elves need to start making new gifts.  We had enough gifts made for the 
population of the world two centuries ago; we will need a lot more now.”
     Richard continuing with the orders. “Cleaning Elves and anyone who is available will need to get 
this place cleaned up and ready for Operation Christmas.  There is two hundred years of dust to be dealt
with!”
     “Maintenance Elves,” added Santi Tim, “the 'Sleigh' needs to be checked over top to bottom, and 
Transportation Elves need to refuel Jim's jet so he can be on his way.  Okay, everybody to their 
assignments.   Power Elves, you're with me!”
      “One question!” yelled one of the elves. “Who's going to deliver the presents in the sleigh?”
      “Just do your assignments, and know that we're working on it,” replied Tim.
      Working by the light of their ToolKit the Elves went about preparing for their tasks.  The Power 
Elves followed Tim and Richard down the corridor and to the Central Power Room.   Richard placed 
his ToolKit on the door and it unlocked and slid open.  Inside was a large crystallized structure that 
stood about twenty feet tall.  Several wires came forth from it and spread like a net across the 
compound.  In front of it was a large computer with multiple interfaces.  Tim walked up to the 
computer terminal in the center while each of the Power Elves manned the other interfaces.  They each 
set their ToolKits in a designated slot on the computer tower and then typed a code word into their 
ToolKit.  The computer monitors lit up and a series of ones and zeros flashed across the screen for a 
couple seconds.  Then the screens became white with large black text on it that said, “Please enter 
security authorization codes in priority order.”  Tim typed his code into the computer interface.  The 
computer beeped and the text on the screens changed: “Authorization Alpha 1 accepted; Awaiting 
Authorization Beta.”  Next, Richard typed his code: “Authorization Beta accepted.”  One of the Power 
Elves then typed in his code, then another typed in his code, and then another, until each of the Power 
Elves had interfaced with the computer.  “Authorization Accepted,” flashed across the computer 
screens, “Faith collectors are at eighty nine percent...  Standby for Fusion Reactor Boot Sequence...  ”  
The base of the giant crystal began to glow with a bright, blinding white light. Tim and the elves 
quickly put on special sunglasses.  The computer monitors shut off and the computer's audio interface 
activated, “Fusion power up, phase 1 complete.  Diagnostics show that Glacier Crystals are undamaged
and ready to receive nuclear reactions.”
    “Begin phase 2,” Tim commanded the computer.
    “Initiating fusion power up, phase 2,” replied the computer's voice.
    The bottom portion of the crystal grew even brighter and began to spin.  Tim and the elves stood 
there with their sunglasses on and watched as the light show intensified.  Then the light began to crawl 
its way up the crystallized structure until the entire thing glowed with bright white light. The light 



refracted off into a glorious spread of rainbow colors!  The top of the crystal remained stationary, 
pulsing with light, while the bottom of the crystal spun rapidly.  There was a low humming noise that 
grew with intensity as each second past.  The pitch gradually went up, getting louder and louder, and 
then faded into the background.  The lights on the crystal faded into a warm glow and everyone took 
off their sunglasses.  
     Throughout the compounds lights flickered on, one by one until the whole place was bright and 
glowing.  The air ducts sprung to life, blowing warm air throughout the frozen building.  Computers 
and machines whirred to action and Christmas music began to play over the loud speaker.  Even from 
within the Central Power Room, Richard could hear the Elves cheering.
     “Central Power Core is fully active,” announced the computer.
     “Very good,” replied Richard.  He and the Power Elves picked up their ToolKits and headed back 
down the corridor and into the workshop.  
      The place bustled with activity.  Elves were rushing back and forth.  There was so much to be done 
and so little time left before Christmas.  The humans were helping the Cleaning Elves with the 
enormous task of cleaning up two hundred years of neglect, while the Maker Elves were hard at work 
making new toys.  The kitchen had also come to life as the Kitchen Elves heated up the twenty ovens 
that would be used to feed this army of workers.  Up on the surface the Transportation Elves finished 
refueling the jet they had arrived on and Jim took off and headed back to warmer climates.  Now the 
Transportation Elves were heading back into the compound to focus on preparing the backup sleigh for 
travel.  They intended to deliver the Christmas presents this year.  They just weren't sure who would be 
doing it.  
      Kevin walked up to Richard, who was overseeing the operations.  “It's good to be back, Richard.  
Isn't it?”
      “Yes, it is.”  He paused to take it all in and sighed a pleasant sigh.  Just then an alarm went off.  
“Report.”
      “Yes sir,” replied Kevin.  “The tracking grid has detected a vessel approaching the north pole.”
      “Can we get a visual?”
      “No” reported Kevin.  “The old cameras are iced over.”
      “Okay,” replied Richard, “keep an eye on it.  We may have to rig for silent running.”
      “Uh, sir,”  Kevin hesitated and typed something into the computer.  “This is very odd, sir.  The 
approaching vessel is transmitting a security clearance code.”
      “Is the code valid?”
      “Yes.  It checks out.”
      “Okay then,” Richard pauses.  “Tim! Come here!”
      “Yes Richard?”
      “Tim, we have an incoming vessel that is transmitting a valid security clearance code.  Please 
advise.”
       “Your sure the code is valid?”
       “Yes.  It checks out.”
       “Okay.  Direct it to Landing Bay four and send security elves there.”
       “Yes sir.”
       “Wait a minute,” added Kevin.  “I'm getting a visual from camera five.”
       The three gathered around the computer screen to see the camera's image. The image was fuzzy 
and full of static, afterall the cameras were sitting in ice for two hundred years!  Then they saw it; an 
incredible sight!  Eight reindeer; not tiny reindeer; that was a mistake in “The Night Before Christmas.”
There was nothing tiny about these reindeer.  They were huge muscular beasts full of power, nobility, 
and strength.  With their massive might they pulled the main sleigh rapidly across the polar sky.  It was 
a monstrous sleigh standing twelve feet high and twenty feet long.
     “It's Santi Clause!” screamed Kevin in excitement.



     “Okay,” replied Tim.  “Reroute him to the main hanger bay.  Alert the Reindeer Elves to be prepared
to feed and care for eight reindeer as soon as they land.  Get maintenance ready as well.  The main 
sleigh should be checked over and made ready to launch again.”
       “Yes sir.”
      The elves gathered around the main landing bay and cheered with joy as the eight large, muscular 
reindeer touched down and dragged the sleigh down the main launch tunnel into the landing area.  
Sitting on the sleigh, as jolly as ever, was Santi Clause!  If there was anything that was right on spot 
with the Legend of Santa Clause, it was his description.  The man was the epitome of every recent 
depiction of Santa Clause.  He was a tall, thick man with a large belly who was muscular and strong 
with a face that carried a large white beard and eyes that sparkled with kindness.  He even wore the red 
suit with white, fuzzy trim, and he even laughed out a deep and jolly, “Ho, ho, ho!”  He looked older; 
much older, but still was jolly and merry.
      Once the sleigh came to a stop the Reindeer Elves unhooked the reindeer and led them to the 
stables for feeding and grooming.  Santi Tim walked up to the sled and held his hand out to Santi 
Clause to help him down.
      “Welcome home Santi Clause!  It is wonderful to see you after all these years!”
      “Ho, ho, ho!  It is great to be back.” replied the old Santi.
      That evening they all sat together at a long, stretched out wooden table in a gigantic dining room 
and feasted.  The food in the kitchen had been left in a suspended animation field two hundred years 
ago, so it was all perfectly good and fresh.  They ate and drank and enjoyed each other's company.  
They were, once again, a family and the future looked promising, and it seemed that, once again, Santa 
Clause would be coming to town!

Chapter 18

     The next morning all of the packages were shrunk by the Elves' TookKit and placed in the Sleigh 
and the Sleigh was moved into launch position.  With the help of their Elf technology millions of gifts 
had been made, and two hundred years of dust had been removed within the course of one day.  The 
workshop sparkled with cleanliness and bright colors.  The Transportation Elves were busy plotting 
Santi Clause's flight path and the Time Elves were deeply involved with preparing to safely manipulate 
time and space so that the journey could be done in one night.  The reindeer Elves groomed the animals
and put them through their warm up routines.  But all the other Elves were pretty much done and so 
they all gathered again in the dining room for a robust breakfast.  The table still brewed with the 
excitement of their operation as the Elves discussed their work and the problems they encountered and 
how they solved them.  They were just about to clean up the breakfast dishes when an announcement 
came over the intercom.
    “Attention all Elves,” it was Tim's voice coming through the speakers, “please report to Landing Bay
One for a special announcement from Santi Clause.”
    Oh the excitement!  Santi Clause hadn't just been their King or even just their boss, he was a father 
to them.  They were overfilled with joy just at the thought of hearing an announcement.  They all 
rushed down the halls and converged upon Landing Bay One..  
 
     Santi Clause made his way onto the sleigh, standing above everyone as the Elves rejoiced and 
cheered.  Then he waved his hand and silence fell over the Landing Bay.
     “My friends,” he announced, “Santi Clause is coming to town!”
     The Elves went crazy with celebration.  The cheering filled the compound with a massive joyful 
noise.  It was everything they had hoped for; everything they had dreamed of for the past two hundred 
years!  As Santi Clause moved off the ramp the Elves became silent and bowed in honor of their king.  
     “Again, thank you my friends,” spoke Santi Clause in a deep, but welcoming voice, “but I would 



prefer that you not bow to me, but rather bow only before the Almighty.”
     The Elves shook their head in agreement and stood back to their feet. 
     “Richard,” cried out Mr. Clause.
     Richard walked up to him and gave a report, “Sir, the Sleigh is loaded and ready with one gift for 
every child.  Lucy has prepared a special welcome back message that is included in each package.  
Time distortions are almost rea...”
     “Relax Richard,” replied Mr. Clause.  “I know you have everything under control.  Come; you too 
Santi Tim, there is much that we must discuss in private.”
      Santi Clause, Richard, and Tim left Landing Bay One and headed for Mr. Clause's office.  The other
Elves filed out behind them and returned to their work.  Inside Santi Clause's office, Mr. Clause sat at 
his large desk and motioned for Richard and Tim to sit down at the chairs in front of him.
      “Before we get down to business, my friends,” began Santi Clause, “let me first express my utmost 
gratitude for your leadership during my absence.  I know it wasn't easy; I never intended to be gone this
long.”
      “Where did you end up, sir?” inquired Richard.
      “Australia; the Outback.  Interesting place.  A good place to hide eight flying reindeer, except for 
the heat!”
      “So are you ready for your first Christmas flight in two hundred years?” asked Tim.
      “That is actually what I have called you in here to talk about.”  His demeanor dropped and the 
jollyness left his face.  He became very serious.  
      “What is it, Santi Clause?”  Tim started to feel a lump in his throat.  He had never seen Mr. Clause 
be this serious before.
     “Richard, Tim, you two have been my foremost advisers and best friends for as long as I can 
remember, which is why I must tell you the truth.  I'm old; much, much older than any of your realize.  
My time is nearly up.  This will be my farewell run on the Sleigh... as it is not likely I will live to see 
next Christmas.  It is time for me to join the Lord in Paradise.  After tonight Santa Clause will have to 
go back to just being a legend.”
      “Not necessarily,” spoke Richard hesitantly.
      “What do you mean?”
      “Have you ever considered passing the reigns to somebody else?” continued Tim.
      “But who?” replied Mr. Clause.  “The Sleigh cannot be operated without telepathy, which the Elves
do not possess... and though Tim is a Santi...”
      “...my telepathy is too weak.” interrupted Tim.
      “True, but you are not the only Santi who has strong telepathic ability,” added Richard.
      “My great, great, granddaughter?” replied Santi Clause.  “She never wanted to be part of this.”
      “She is here,” informed Richard, “but actually I was referred to her son, the kindest person I ever 
met; present company excluded.”
      “She has a child?”
      “He's half human, but he does have strong Santi telepathic abilities.  His abilities will need to be 
trained and refined, but I'm confident he could do it.”
      “Is he willing?”
      “Well, let's ask him!”
      Santi Clause, Richard and Tim left the office and strolled into the workshop.  Tim saw Lucy and 
called out to her.
       “Lucy!  Can you come here for a minute.”
       “Yes father,” she hurried over and then looked at Mr. Clause, “Sir.”
       “It's good to see you, Lucy,” replied Mr. Clause with a smile.
       “Thank you, sir.”  Lucy was kind of nervous in his presence. 
       “Lucy,” continued Richard, “I need you to find Santi Rebecca and her son Daniel and bring them 



to us immediately.”
       “Yes sir!” exclaimed Lucy as she took off to search the compound.  Moments later she returned 
with Rebecca, her husband, and her son Daniel.
        “Great, great granddaughter!!” exclaimed Santi Clause as Rebecca approached.  He held out his 
arms and she rushed into them for a long overdue hug.
       “Grandfather,” said Rebecca not seeing any point to listing all the “greats.”  “This is my husband, 
John Sithson, and our son Daniel.”
       “It is a pleasure to meet you,” said Mr. Clause as he held out his hand.  John and Daniel shook his 
hand in a firm grip.  “Now Daniel, we have a very unique request to ask you.”
       “What is it?” Daniel replied rather sheepishly.
       Santi Clause laughed a jolly and full laugh.  “Daniel, how would you feel about being the new 
Santa Clause.”
       “New Santa Clause?”
       “You see, Daniel, I'm old; more than anyone realizes.  My days are at an end.  I would like you 
take my place and keep the gift alive.  I will, of course, train you tonight and the Elves will always be 
there to help you.”
        Daniel paused.  He looked over at his mom and found reassurance in her eyes.  He looked over at 
his dad and his dad smiled a smile that said “I'd be proud to call you Santa Clause.”
      “I'll do it!” exclaimed Daniel.  Santi Clause shook with a jolly laugh.
      “Then it's settled,” announced Mr. Clause.  “From now on you will be know as Santa Clause.”
      That night the new Santa Clause and the old Santi Clause climbed into the Sleigh, and sat side by 
side.  The reindeer jumped and pranced in excitement, waiting for the launch signal.  The control room 
elves took their positions and final checks began!
      “Flight plan is finalized and the sleigh's wireless has connected to the navigation computer.  
General Navigation is go,” announced the elf in charge of navigation.
      “Weather data is in and has been synced with the sleigh's weather tracker.  There is a severe snow 
storm in central Canada, but it won't be a problem.  Weather Station is go!” reported the Weather elf.
      “House to house deliveries have been mapped and synced with General Navigation.  Specific 
Navigation is go!” spoke the Specific Navigation elf.
       One by one each department reported their readiness.
      “Sleigh computer is active and sending and receiving signals.  Sleigh transmitters read one hundred 
percent.  Santa's Sleigh is ready for go!”
      “All presents are loaded in the 'Mary Poppins' hole aboard the sleigh.  Present management elves 
are in position.  Presents are ready for go!”
       “Reindeer check out as healthy.  All harnesses have been checked and double checked.  Reindeer 
are ready for go!  Awaiting pixie flight dusting.”
       “Pixie flight dusting is commencing.”  A sparkling dust dropped down from above and wash over 
the reindeer.  “Pixie dusting is go!”
       “Main cloaking is at full operation!” reported another elf.
       “Open main launch doors!” ordered Santi Tim.
       A loud mechanical sound filled the air and then stopped.
       “Launch bay doors are ready for go,” reported an elf.
       Richard pressed a button on his control panel and the main lights went to a dim mode.  At the same
time, bright overhead lights turned on, lighting the sleigh and the launch tunnel ahead.
       “All operations report ready to go!” announced Tim.  “Jingle Bells! Jingle Bells!”
       “Jingle Bells” was the code word for beginning launch.  Clamps that had held the sleigh securely 
in place released, allowing the sleigh to move under the anxious reindeer.  The reindeer were ready to 
run with the sleigh, but they couldn't go yet.  They needed the final launch code.
       “Jingle all the way!” yelled out Santi Clause.



     With that, the reindeer lurched forward, pulling the sleigh down into the launch tube, getting faster 
and faster.  Their feet soon left the ground as the pixie dust took effect, and they shot out of the launch 
tube and into the polar night sky!  The elves cheered and celebrated, but only for a moment.  There was
still work to be done.  This was not a one man operation.  On the computers in the control room, the 
elves monitored the sleigh speed, position, and height, the conditions of the weather, the vital signs of 
the reindeer, and updated navigation as they went along.
     After visiting thousands of houses, eventually the sleigh came to rest on the roof of one Dr. Frostly 
and his daughter Suzy.  Suzy's mom had been so relieved when Suzy and her dad finally came home.  
She thought she had lost them forever.  Since there was no chimney, a special Elf Device had to be used
to “fabricate” one through the edges of reality (don't worry about it; only elves really understand what 
that means).  The old Santi Clause and the new Santa Clause (Santi Daniel) appeared inside the house.  
The presents were placed around the Christmas Tree. There was more than one present for the members
of this household.  Although it may have happened by accident, Suzy and her dad were responsible for 
setting in motion the chain of events that brought back Santi Clause!  Before going up the “chimney,” 
Santi Clause did something he had never done before.  He went upstairs and he woke the occupants of 
the house, Suzy and her family, from their slumber.
      “Santa Clause?” asked Suzy through her sleepy daze.
      “Hello Suzy,” replied the old Santi Clause.  “It seems you left the North Pole before I arrived.  I 
would like to thank you for what you have done.”
      “Thank me?”
      “Yes Suzy,” replied Santi Clause.  “I'm here because you believed.”
      “There are two of you?” said Suzy.
      “Oh yes.” responded the old Santi Clause.  “I'm retiring.  This here...” pointing to Daniel, “is my 
replacement; the new Santa Clause.”
       “Hi new Santa Clause!” exclaimed Suzy.
       “Hello Suzy,” replied the new Santa Clause.  “We have to go now; much work to do.”
       “Of course,” said Suzy.
       “And Suzy...” 
       “Yes, new Santa?”
       “Never, never, ever stop believing!”
        The smile on Suzy's faced stretched from one end all the way to the other.  “Yes sir!” she 
exclaimed.
       Suzy and her parents returned to their beds while the two Santi Clauses made their way to the roof 
and climbed back aboard the sleigh.  The reindeer galloped forward and the sleigh once again shot into 
the night sky...    “and they heard him exclaim as he drove out of sight, 'Merry Christmas to all and to 
all a good night!' ”

THE END


